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Background

■ Reliable marking is a priority for Ofqual as qualification regulator in England 

■ Multiple marking studies tell us that markers do not always agree on what a 
mark for a particular response should be

■ Possible reasons:
□ One (or more) examiners has made a straightforward slip e.g. inattention
□ Examiners have exercised their judgements differently and come to different 

(reasoned) conclusions

■ Black & Newton (2016) have suggested a typology of marker disagreement -
four categories of error or uncertainty

■ This research aims to more deeply examine this typology



Typology of disagreement – Black & Newton (2016)

■ Procedural error
□ examiner recorded their mark incorrectly (e.g. recorded ‘6’ not ‘7’)

□ examiner failed to scrutinise all of the evidence (e.g. final paragraph over the page)

■ Attentional error
□ examiner failed to spot significant evidence (e.g. incorrect spellings, like ‘boats’ not ‘boots’)

□ examiner misread words or passages (e.g. ‘work in learn groups’ vs. ‘work in team groups’)

■ Inferential uncertainty
□ examiner over-/under interpreted ambiguous evidence (e.g. ‘we just [?] to the teachers’)

■ Definitional uncertainty
□ examiners’ views differ on the definition of the construct and its quality scale, i.e. 

quality means subtly different things to different examiners



Typology of disagreement – Black & Newton (2016)

■ Procedural error
□ examiner recorded their mark incorrectly (e.g. recorded ‘6’ not ‘7’)

□ examiner failed to scrutinise all of the evidence (e.g. final paragraph over the page)

■ Attentional error
□ examiner failed to spot significant evidence (e.g. incorrect spellings, like ‘boats’ not ‘boots’)

□ examiner misread words or passages (e.g. ‘work in learn groups’ vs. ‘work in team groups’)

■ Inferential uncertainty
□ examiner over-/under interpreted ambiguous evidence (e.g. ‘we just [?] to the teachers’)

■ Definitional uncertainty
□ examiners’ views differ on the definition of the construct and its quality scale, i.e. 

quality means subtly different things to different examiners



Four categories of error/uncertainty (Black & Newton, 2016)

■ Procedural error
□ sometimes examiners just 

make mistakes, e.g.
▪ failing to reveal evidence 

beyond the ‘clip’ area

Definitive  =  2      Mode  =  1      Mean  =  1.4

■ There is a single ‘right 
mark’ for the response

■ It can be found by following 
the procedure correctly



Typology of disagreement – Black & Newton (2016)

■ Procedural error
□ examiner recorded their mark incorrectly (e.g. recorded ‘6’ not ‘7’)

□ examiner failed to scrutinise all of the evidence (e.g. final paragraph over the page)

■ Attentional error
□ examiner failed to spot significant evidence (e.g. incorrect spellings, like ‘boats’ not ‘boots’)

□ examiner misread words or passages (e.g. ‘work in learn groups’ vs. ‘work in team groups’)

■ Inferential uncertainty
□ examiner over-/under interpreted ambiguous evidence (e.g. ‘we just [?] to the teachers’)

■ Definitional uncertainty
□ examiners’ views differ on the definition of the construct and its quality scale, i.e. 

quality means subtly different things to different examiners



Why do examiners disagree over the quality of responses? 

■ Attentional error
□ sometimes examiners have 

concentration lapses, e.g.
▪ misreading what a candidate 

has written

Definitive  =  1      Mode  =  0      Mean  =  1.6

■ There is a single ‘right 
mark’ for the response

■ It can be found by paying 
sufficient attention



Typology of disagreement – Black & Newton (2016)

■ Procedural error
□ examiner recorded their mark incorrectly (e.g. recorded ‘6’ not ‘7’)

□ examiner failed to scrutinise all of the evidence (e.g. final paragraph over the page)

■ Attentional error
□ examiner failed to spot significant evidence (e.g. incorrect spellings, like ‘boats’ not ‘boots’)

□ examiner misread words or passages (e.g. ‘work in learn groups’ vs. ‘work in team groups’)

■ Inferential uncertainty
□ examiner over-/under interpreted ambiguous evidence (e.g. ‘we just [?] to the teachers’)

■ Definitional uncertainty
□ examiners’ views differ on the definition of the construct and its quality scale, i.e. 

quality means subtly different things to different examiners



Why do examiners disagree over the quality of responses? 

■ Inferential uncertainty
□ sometimes examiners have 

insufficient evidence to reach 
a definitive judgement, e.g.
▪ over- or under-interpreting a 

candidate’s response

Definitive  =  2      Mode  =  1,2      Mean  =  1.5



Typology of disagreement – Black & Newton (2016)

■ Procedural error
□ examiner recorded their mark incorrectly (e.g. recorded ‘6’ not ‘7’)

□ examiner failed to scrutinise all of the evidence (e.g. final paragraph over the page)

■ Attentional error
□ examiner failed to spot significant evidence (e.g. incorrect spellings, like ‘boats’ not ‘boots’)

□ examiner misread words or passages (e.g. ‘work in learn groups’ vs. ‘work in team groups’)

■ Inferential uncertainty
□ examiner over-/under interpreted ambiguous evidence (e.g. ‘we just [?] to the teachers’)

■ Definitional uncertainty
□ examiners’ views differ on the definition of the construct and its quality scale, i.e. 

quality means subtly different things to different examiners



■ Definitional uncertainty
□ sometimes the definition of 

the attainment construct and 
its scale is insufficiently 
precise to arbitrate between 
different views, e.g.
▪ different valuations of the same 

performance features

Definitive  =  6      Mode  =  8      Mean  =  7.4

■ There is no single ‘right 
mark’ for the response??

■ There is a range of 
definitely “wrong marks”

Write a short piece of travel writing explaining how you coped with a 
challenging journey. (Try to write approximately one page. 10 marks available.)



Aims of the study

■ Aims
□ Look at responses that are known to be difficult to mark

▪ Are the 4 categories exhaustive?
▪ Are there sub-types?
▪ To what extent do they interact?



Marking and meeting

 Seven examinations (4 in English Language and 3 in biology) based on volume of post-results enquiries
 Recruited 6 to 8 senior examiners per examination
 100 scripts from Summer 2016  for each examination

All markers mark same scripts
Identify responses with a high degree of 
mark difference

One month later:
Meeting – how the different marks were 
awarded and reasons for mark 
variations



Coding of responses (categories and features)

+

Standardisation Coding Resolution

Procedural

Attentional

Inferential

Definitional



Preliminary findings



Are the 4 categories exhaustive?



Breakdown of 26 biology responses from two papers

3

Attentional

DefinitionalInferential
48

6

4

1



Are there sub-categories or sub-types?



Attentional error – word spotting

Original mark 2

Experimental
mark

1, 2, 3



Inferential uncertainty – Extracting meaning
■ examiner over-/under-interpret ambiguous evidence

Original mark 2

Experimental
mark

0, 1, 2



Inferential uncertainty – small inference

22

“Your body may become resistant to insulin 
as well as cells”

Inferred as: your body, as well as cells, 
may become resistant to insulin

Small 
inference

Original mark 3

Experimental mark 0, 1, 2, 3



Inferential uncertainty – large inference

“…glycogen levels would be a lot lower for 
the healthy man”

Inferred as: glycogen levels lower than for 
the healthy man

Large 
inference

Original mark 3

Experimental mark 0, 1, 2, 3



Inferential uncertainty – Language specificity as a feature

“I think it’s the 
word mindset. I 
think that people 
have decided 
whether mindset 
is worth…”

“Oh right. That could be 
psychological.”

“So that could 
have got two or 
four depending on 
whether they’ve 
decided on 
mindset.”

Original mark 2

Experimental mark 2, 3, 4, 6



Inferential uncertainty – Grammar and punctuation as features

Original mark 2

Experimental mark 1, 2, 3

“…travels to the liver” – What is it that 
travels? 

Inferred as: glycogen travels to the liver



Definitional uncertainty - Mixed responses

■ The responses with largest range of marks awarded are ‘mixed responses’

■ Definitional uncertainty - sometimes the definition of the attainment construct 
and its scale is insufficiently precise to arbitrate between different views, e.g.

▪ different valuations of the same performance features

■ Different markers make different trade-offs or have different tipping points.

Mixed response #1 Mixed response #2
Correct information Correct information
Irrelevant information Contradictory information (i.e. 

undermines the correct 
information)



Definitional uncertainty – Irrelevant information

Original mark 2

Experimental mark 1 or 2

“…cytoplasm… a myelin sheath”

Some examiners have ignored the 
irrelevant material and some have negated 
a mark



Definitional uncertainty – Incorrect information

Original mark 4

Experimental
mark

2, 4, 6

“If you do lots of 
ignoring of wrong 

things there might be 
six marks”

“If you start penalising 
everything that’s wrong 
you can just about fall 

into two [marks]”



Are there interactions between categories?



Inferential and definitional uncertainty

Original mark 1

Experimental mark 1, 2, 3



Interaction in uncertainties – Marker 1 does not award the mark

Response Mark scheme

No overlap



Interaction in uncertainties – Marker 2 does not award the mark

Response Mark scheme

No overlap



Interaction in uncertainties – Marker 3 does award the mark

Response Mark scheme

Overlap



Summary
■ Are the categories exhaustive?

□ didn’t find anything that did not fit in one of the categories

■ Are there any sub-types?
□ Inferential uncertainty

▪ Degrees of inference – basic extraction, small, medium and large inference
▪ Features involved – handwriting, grammar and punctuation and specificity of language

□ Definitional uncertainty
▪ Mixed responses

▫ Irrelevant information
▫ Incorrect information

■ Are there interactions between the categories?
□ There are cases where more than one category is present – in isolation or in combination?

■ Limitations
□ Only a small number of responses analysed
□ Only one subject – frequency of occurrence may change across subject or item type



Questions/Comments

caroline.morin@ofqual.gov.uk


